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The Outline of the Paper

Evaluation of academics based on their
publications and the number of citations

▫ importance and ranking of JOURNALS

 economics and other disciplines

 promotion, confirmation of tenure, ranking  
of academics and departments



The Outline of the Paper

• Evaluation of academics, departments  
and universities – impact on the  
economy and society

▫ governments require evidence from  
universities



Citation based metrics

The main sources to count the number of citations  
are:

Google Scholar,
Web of Science or
Scopus

to measure citations.

DATA relates to :
August 30 , 2017
Daron Acemoglu (a highly cited economist)



Scopus: Acemoglu 20,091 citations

H INDEX of 63



Web of Science:

Problems:

• academics with similar names

• multiple versions of the papers

Hence we do not go into this further at  
this time.



Google Scholar: Acemoglu 103,135 citations

H INDEX of 120



Comparing these we see that:

Google Scholar:  

Scopus:
103,135 citations

20,091 citations



The H INDEX

A scientist has index h if
h of his/her N papers have at least h  
citations each, and the other (N−h)  
papers have no more than h citations  
each.

Thus on Scopus Acemoglu has an
h index of 63. He has 63 publications  
which are cited at least 63 times.



Advantage of the H INDEX

• A person may just have one major  
paper. Possibly from their PhD with their  
supervisor.

▫ This may have 190 citations.
In all they have 20 papers with a total of 200  
citations. An average of 20 per paper, but a  
misleading average based on one publication.

• The h index overcomes that.

• But there are problems the h index does not  
overcome.



Number of authors

Take the latest (August, 2017) edition of the AER,
Papers with 1 author: 1
Papers with 2 authors: 1
Papers with 3 authors: 3
Papers with 4 authors: 4

Now let us suppose each gets 100 citations after 5 years. Should  
each author receive equal credit, i.e. 100 citations. Or should  
the multi-authored papers receive less?

If so how much less? If we discount by N then each author in  
the four authored papers gets credited with 25 citations. If we  
discount by N/2 each gets 50 citations – in this case the same  
as if we discount by √N.



We do find multiple authorship differs between  

disciplines.

Take Reviews of Modern Physics, the most highly cited journal in  
Physics. The latest edition (June 2017) has:

Papers with 1 author: 2

Papers with 2 authors: 1

Papers with 3 authors: 2

Papers with 4 authors: 2

Papers with 5 authors: 1

Papers with 23 authors: 1

Papers with 27 authors: 1

Typically papers in the sciences have many more authors than in the  
social sciences and economics. Thus to use the same basis to  
compare a scientist with an economist is wrong. Yet this happens for  
purposes of promotion and general all round prestige.



The Advantages of having a surname of  

A or B

Economics and a few other disciplines:
• a convention to order authors alphabetically

“Professor A, who has been a first author more often than  
Professor Z, will have published more articles and  
experienced a faster productivity rate over the course of her  
career as a result of reputation and visibility. Authors know  
that name ordering matters and take ordering seriously.”

Van Praag and Van Praag (2008)



Problem 2: The time lag of citations

The citations
in the first
four years
were far less
than what
they were to
become, even
in a top
journal.



Problem 2: The time lag of citations

As Acemoglu  
has became  
more well  
known, the  
initial  
citations are  
better, BUT  
there is still  
a lag.



People also cite ‘their friends’

• Someone is coming up for promotion.

• Under the rules they need 20 citations.

• Magically within the space of a few  
months they appear.

• There are also citation rings.

A cites B & C, B cites C & A, C cites the  
other two.



Today authors may receive requests  

from a journal, like this one:

“Our editorial board has briefly reviewed  
your manuscript, and before going further,  
we ask you to consult all the past issues of  
our journal and to resubmit your article  
after indicating in the reference list the  
titles of any previous articles in our journal  
that relate to your research topic.”

That’s not really the way citations are meant  
to happen.



Judging the book by its cover

Journal Rankings

Because of this people turn to rankings  
to at least to evaluate article quality in  
the short term – and perhaps even in the  
long term.
Although many economists continue to  
use these even in the long term – “it only  
had 10 citations but it was in this great  
journal, its my best publication”.



Journal Rankings

There are many journal lists for  
economics; there are also some for other  
disciplines. Many countries too have a  
list of journals of some kind.

In this paper we will look at the rankings  
from Scopus and the Web of  
Knowledge and focus on economics.



Top  
economics  
journals  
as on web  
of science  
measured  
by  
impact  
factor.



Subjectivity influences many rankings

the impact factor ignores subjectivity  
(Archambault and Lariviére, 2009)

This is the mean number of citations received by papers
published in a journal over a given time span.

It has been criticised in giving all citations equal weight,
whatever the quality and subject orientation of the citing
journal (Maslov and Redner, 2008).

November 2007
the European Association of Science Editors warned  
against its indiscriminate use, particularly in assessing  
researchers or research programmes



Alternatives to Impact Factors

Brin and Page (1998) developed the PageRank (PR)  
iterative algorithm that is meant to match human  
perceptions of the journal’s status (Bollen et al., 2006).

The Eigenfactor score and ‘article influence score’,  
found on Thomson Reuter’s ISI, are both based on the PR  
method, as is the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) indicator.

▫ The Eigenfactor score is the sum of normalized citations  
received from other journals weighted by the influence of  
the citing journals (Franceschet, 2010).
It will tend to be larger for bigger journals.

▫ The article influence measure corrects for this and
divides the journal Eigenfactor score by the number of
articles published by the journal.





Difficult to get article influence score to order these  

tables, but for individual journals we can get:

Note how the impact score and the Eigenfactor score have increased over time,  
probably because of more journals on the data base. But for some reason this has not  
affected the article influence score.



Journal of Political Economy

The variability of these measures from year to year is noticeable. That would be a  
suitable subject to analyse for a journal paper. Perhaps to create a new variable  
measuring this variability.



AER

This is the only one of the three journals to see its article influence score
increasing over time.



Scopus Journal Rankings

Go to:  

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php


Scopus Journal Rankings

Make the following selections and download  
the data:



The data comes in Excel form. Here are the  

leading journals.

They are ranked according to their SJR. Cites per  
doc is similar to impact factor.



The SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) indicator

• derived from a PageRank algorithm

It is the average number of weighted citations by the  
documents published in the journal in the previous three  
years.

• similarities to ISI’s Eigenfactor

• SJR weights citations based on the source they come from.

The subject field, quality and reputation of the journal where
the citation comes from have a direct effect on the value of a
citation. Hence a citation from the AER counts for much more
than a citation from a lesser journal.

• SJR also normalizes for differences in citation behaviour
between subject fields. In theory at least this should allow
us to compare journals in physics and economics.



A realistic listing

It is simply not realistic to set a journal  
ranking for developing countries on the best in  
the USA.

Few will get into the top journals and it will be  
demoralising.

The following is a suggestion. One can debate  
the cut off points.



For each region

• Take the top 20 journals on Scimago and
5*

4*

3*

rank as

• Take journals 21-80 and rank as

• Take journals 81-150 and rank as

• ALSO select subjectively the top 5 regional
3*

2*

journals and also rank those as

• Take journals 151-250 and rank as

• ALSO select subjectively the top 6-15 regional

journals and also rank those as 2*



A shift towards impact

• In recent years across the world, but particularly in  
the UK, there has been shift towards measuring  
academic productivity not just on the basis of their  
published work, but also the impact such work has  
on society and the economy.

• This is non-academic impact.

• For economics this can be advising governments,  
national, regional and international.

• It can be communicating with the public via the  
television or the newspaper.



Research for social impact
• Academic experts, as already indicated, should not deliver “research  

for research”, but research with real social impacts. There exist  
more paths, how to achieve it, almost in any socio-political conditions.

• The optimum situation is the case when the recipient (state or the  
private sector) actively invites academia for co-operation. The co-
operation between the private sector and academia works well almost in  
all countries and has different forms.

• Much more complicated issue is the co-operation between the state (all  
levels) and academia. The quality and scale of such co-operation  
depends on capacities of both partners.

• In developed countries the state actively seeks for advice and data  
from well established universities with long term research tradition.

• However, in politicised regimes evidence based policy making  
contradicts to goals of ruling governments – and moreover, academia  
may not be well prepared for real and independent advice.



The EUPACK research indicates that:

In most of the EU Member States policy advice is taken  
from several sources

▫ top civil servants (mandarins),

▫ cabinets (political), or

▫ external experts (consultants, academics, international
organizations, think-tanks or businesses).

The findings from the country reports also confirm that many  
EU MS also rely on a combination of these sources of  
policy advice
(e.g. Austria, Croatia, Estonia, Greece and Romania with a combination of  
mandarins and cabinets; Germany, Denmark, Finland, France, Latvia or  
UK combining mandarins and external experts; or some countries such as  
Malta, the Netherlands or Portugal combining all 3 sources of policy  
advice).



Sources of policy advice

Mandarins Cabinets
External  

experts

AT, DE, DK,

EE, EL, ES, FI,

FR, HR, IE,

LV, MT, NL,  

PT, RO, SI, UK

AT, BE, BG,

CZ, EE, EL,

ES, HR, IE, IT,

MT, NL, PT,  

PL, RO, SK

BG, CZ, DE,

DK, FI, FR ,

HU, IE, IT, LV,

MT, NL, PL,  

PT, SE, UK



International opportunities

• Except for direct policy advice on central and local level,  
academia should have chance for applied research. The  
core difficult issue is that it is applied research in social  
sciences, where most results are “consumed” by the state.

• A task which any real academician should do if possible is  
international consultancy. This is really a “learning”  
process, where as a minimum two skills are necessary –
transferring existing experience and practice into local  
conditions and team working.

• The final issue to be mentioned is memberships in  
international professional organisations – it can  
provide the chance for impact in any “chance” moment.



For example: My work on standards

• I will make a presentation to the 15th meeting of the  
UNECE (United Nations Economic Commission for  
Europe) Advisory Group on Market Surveillance –
MARS Group, which will take place on 11-12  
September 2017 in Stockholm, Sweden.

• The event is organized by the National Board of  
Trade and the Swedish Board for Accreditation  
and Conformity Assessment under the auspices of  
UNECE.

• I will be talking about providing education for the  
standards infrastructure.



For example: My work on standards
Standards underpin much of modern life. Standards relates to  
product quality, health and safety and technical issues relating  
to IT, robotics etc. How can one mobile phone in one country  
communicate with another in another country? They follow the  
same standard.

The standards infrastructure, relates to the standards institutes  
such as ISO and the European standards bodies. There are the  
people involved with general issues and specialised ones such  
as metrology and market surveillance.

I will be talking about providing the education today for the  
people who will work with standards organizations tomorrow.

It builds upon research work I have done on standards. But  
goes beyond that work.



The future

For an academic publications will remain the most
important reflection of our research in the coming
years.

But increasingly we as universities and individuals
will be judged on how we contribute to the wider
world.

In a sense it is easier than judging the quality of a
journal paper. You advise a central bank on interest
rate policy. That is impact.



Thank you for your attention!


